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Abstract
In this work, original shock experiments are presented. Laser-induced shock and shear wave propagations have been observed in an epoxy resin, in the case of femtosecond laser irradiation. A specific time-resolved shadowgraphy setup has been developed using the photoelasticimetry principle to enhance the shear wave observation. Shear waves have been observed in epoxy resin after laser irradiation. Their propagation has been quantified in comparison with the main shock propagation. A discussion, hinging on numerical results, is finally given to improve understanding of the phenomenon.
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1. Introduction

Epoxy resins are increasingly used for manufacturing. They can be found as matrix material for a wide variety of modern fiber-reinforced materials, or by themselves for lightweight and non-critical structures with complex shape [1]. Indeed, there are important needs for such lightweight and high-strength materials for various industries including automotive or aerospace sectors, and also for military applications (armor materials). Because of their use, intense shocks can occur on these materials during their lifetimes, leading to heavy damage. For automotive applications, these phenomena should be studied to enhance the structural crashworthiness. This is also the case for aeronautics, since aircraft structures should withstand impacts such as bird strike or blade ejection. Therefore, understanding the dynamic response of such material is important for correct structure design. On the other hand, this understanding can also be used for industrial processes which include shocks or related phenomena, such as laser cutting [2], laser ultrasound [3], or laser shock adhesion tests [4–7]. Indeed, these techniques generate, intentionally or not, different stress waves in the material. Mastering such waves is important for the technique’s efficiency and reliability. In particular, the laser shock adhesion test is currently being investigated. It is being developed for the control of weak adhesive bonds, which is quite important for the aeronautic industry nowadays [8]. For this technique, laser-induced shock waves are produced to generate tensile loading in composite assemblies, especially located at the composite–bond interface. In this case, mastering the wave propagation enables us to develop a proof test revealing the presence of weak interfaces. Therefore, shock propagation in
such complex materials is interesting to study for this application. As shock wave propagation characteristics of composite material are close to those of the matrix, studying the epoxy resin response to shocks is interesting. It is necessary to study the entire wave propagation pattern in order to develop a better use of this technique.

In the past, the dynamic response of epoxy resins was investigated by several research teams. Works mainly focus on determining Hugoniot curves for various resins [9–13]. The evolution of strength with the impact intensity level was also studied, using both longitudinal and lateral pressure gauges [11–14]. Their mechanical response to high strain rate was investigated in compression, tension and shear loadings [15–18]. The strain rate influence on yield stress, initial modulus and strain to failure was demonstrated [19–21]. These effects are attributed to the viscoplastic behavior of epoxy resins. The epoxy dynamic response seems also to be linked to its initial state before loading (relaxed or constrained) [22]. Except in the work of Laporte [23, 24], investigations of epoxy under laser shocks are rare. Aside from these dynamic characterization studies, other original works can be quoted. A research team has recently developed strain diagnostics using mecha-nochemical sensors. They are adapted to reveal shock-induced damage inside an epoxy target. These specific sensors in fact take on a particular color depending on the pressure level. They were tested using a Hopkinson bar in compression. Thanks to this device, residual stresses along the dynamic crack have been evidenced [25]. The temperature increase associated with the shock wave propagation has also been partially studied. Epoxy resins can have different mechanical behaviors depending on the temperature. The glass transition temperature is an indicator of the thermoset curing rate, and consequently of the material mechanical properties. The most reliable data which can be obtained through the literature come from thermodynamical modeling [26–28]. There are not many experimental options. In some works, the brightness temperature of shock-compressed epoxy resin was investigated [29]. Thanks to ballistic plate impacts (7 km s⁻¹ on average), a range of pressure from 18 to 40 GPa was successfully studied. The corresponding maximum temperatures observed behind the maintained shock front are respectively in the range 940–2100 K. Moreover, no evidence of a chemical reaction affecting the target was found below 22 GPa. The authors conclude that, in this case, no chemical modifications occurred during the shocked state in spite of the high temperature state (for the recorded period).

In this context, a work has been started to understand laser-induced shock wave propagation in epoxy targets by direct observation [30]. Complementary investigations are presented in this paper. Observing physical phenomena to understand them is not a recent idea. In the 1970s, shadowgraphy and photoelasticity were used to study ultrasonic wave propagation in liquids and transparent solids [31–33]. Results were particularly interesting for the development of non-destructive testing applications. In the 1980s, the observation quality was improved thanks to camera technology improvement [34], and more recently progress has been made toward quantification of stresses resulting from ultrasonic wave propagation [35]. Shadowgraphy or stroboscopy are commonly used in fluid mechanics science [36]. They are also used in the shock physics and laser shock field for several kinds of investigation. In particular, laser–matter interaction and related phenomena can be observed [37–40]. This can be ablation, or induced shock waves. Shadowgraphy can also be used to study the spallation phenomenon resulting from femtosecond laser irradiation [41]. It can then be used for solid printing applications. More classically, shadowgraphy is also used to complete information on Hugoniot curves [42].

In this paper, shock and shear wave observation is aimed for. The experimental setup is first described. Femtosecond-scale laser experimental results are then presented. In this work, polarizers have been added to a shadowgraphy setup to reveal shear wave propagation inside the epoxy targets, in addition to the shock wave. Shear wave velocity is quantified and compared to that of the shock wave. Finally, a discussion is given to obtain a better understanding of the shear wave propagation pattern. It is based on femtosecond laser modeling by finite elements.

### 2. Material and experimental laser shock method

#### 2.1. Epoxy material

For the presented investigations, a classic epoxy material was used (see its main characteristics in table 1) [43, 44]. It has been chosen for several reasons. Its mechanical properties are close to those of the resin used in aeronautics. It has a high enough glass transition temperature to be representative of the epoxy resins used in CFRP (carbon fiber reinforced polymer). Each tested sample was square, and measured about 10 mm per side and 5 mm thick. Targets were cut from a larger coupon using a diamond wire saw to avoid cutting-induced residual stresses. For each sample, two opposite sides were hand-polished to obtain an excellent transparency, which enabled shock wave observation by shadowgraphy. Since the used epoxy is about 70% transparent to the infrared wavelengths, samples were covered using an aluminum painting on their front faces. This forces the laser–matter interaction to be produced on the sample surface, and thus enables shock propagation inside the epoxy target. In the following sections, the painted face is named ‘the front face’ (interaction with laser), the other face is called ‘the back face’. The two polished edges enabling the wave observation are named ‘the edges’ (see figure 1(c)).

After the sample preparation, the epoxy targets were controlled using an ordinary photoelasticity setup [30]. No particular residual stress schemes were noticed. Only large and dark fringes were observed on the monochromatic images.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$P$ (g cm⁻³)</th>
<th>$E$ (GPa)</th>
<th>Poisson ratio $\nu$</th>
<th>$\sigma_y$ (MPa)</th>
<th>$\varepsilon_f$ (%)</th>
<th>Thickness (mm)</th>
<th>$T_g$ (°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>3.09</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>29.7</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Epoxy sample properties as presented by Bertin [43, 44].
which correspond to the description of the zero order (meaning no stresses). This indicates that the two surfaces and the four edges are probably loaded with tiny stresses due to the curing process and cutting procedure respectively. Considering the stress level induced by laser shock, it is assumed that there is no residual stress due to sample preparation.

2.2. Laser shock principle

The principle of laser-induced shock generation is described in figure 1. The laser is focused on the epoxy surface. Aluminum coating is ablated and turns into high pressure plasma, which expands rapidly in the vacuum chamber. A shock wave is thus created by reaction, and then propagates inside the epoxy (see figure 1(a)). The propagation of shock waves inside the material can first be described using a schematic space–time diagram (see figure 1(b)) [45, 46]. Shock propagates through the epoxy according to the material properties and geometry. When it reaches the sample back face, this incident shock wave is reflected into a release wave due to the presence of a free surface. It propagates backward and crosses the release part of the incident wave (back to the initial state). After crossing of the two release waves, local high tensile stresses could be generated, depending on shock parameters. It could lead, if the local damage threshold is exceeded, to the well known spallation phenomenon [47].

This approach relies on a 1D description. In the case of 3D propagations, such as the ones presented in this paper, the phenomena are much more complicated. Indeed, the laser spatial profile should be taken into account, for example. The laser used in this study is multi-modal. According to the laser experimental setup, and this characteristic, the laser spatial profile should be top-hat. The beam quality is controlled at several steps in the beam path to ensure a correct distribution. Nevertheless, there is no way to perform a beam analysis close to the target at each shot, all the energy being sent to the target. Moreover, to reach a 1 or 2 mm focal spot, we have to work out of the focus spot. Because of this, spot edges could be not as sharp as expected. A top-hat distribution is thus assumed, knowing that there are some uncertainties on this parameter. The resulting pressure profile from the laser–matter interaction directly corresponds to the laser profile, since the interaction should be the same everywhere on the focal spot. Nevertheless, uncertainties on the laser spatial profile also directly propagate on the pressure spatial profile. In this work, the spatial distribution has been checked and regularly controlled, but it remains a source of uncertainty. Moreover, spot-edge effects or hydrodynamic weakening in the case of an ultra-short laser pulse should be taken into account. Observing such phenomena is thus necessary for their understanding. Precisely, these waves produce local changes in physical properties. These modifications lead to a variation of the matter optical properties [48, 49]. In particular, when density increases, the light is deflected. Therefore, the phenomenon can be recorded thanks to an adapted optical system, which is placed perpendicular to the loading axis. The compression due to the shock is thus translated into a contrast difference between the loaded and the unloaded zones. Consequently, shock wave propagation observation is possible [50].

2.3. Laser shock experimental setup

Experiments were performed in the LULI (Laboratoire pour l’Utilisation des Lasers Intenses, École Polytechnique, Palaiseau, France), where several high power laser sources are available. These facilities are run by several teams in charge of the different parts of the laser sources (optics, electronics, mechanics, fluids, …). For this kind of facility, the operating rate is one shot every hour (for LULI2000) or 20 min (for ELFIE). Therefore, each shock is monitored with as many diagnostics as possible, even if it is quite complex. These sources are more and more equipped with self-automatic settings and controls, leading to a complex command room. LULI2000 and ELFIE sources have different characteristics.

- **LULI2000.** Two independent beams up to 1 kJ each are available. The wavelength is equal to 1053 nm, and the pulse duration is tunable between 0.6 and 5 ns. The
temporal profile is top-hat. Laser beams can be dispatched in two experimental rooms supplied with an experimental vacuum chamber.

- **ELFIE.** Three different beams can be provided in the short pulse range (femtosecond). The one used for this work can reach 10 J, and is about 300 fs wide. The wavelength is 1057 nm. Vacuum is also required because of the intensities at stake. This is why the beam is delivered in a vacuum chamber, including the last compression stage of the facility.

Experimental investigations presented in this paper follow preliminary studies conducted on the LULI2000 nanosecond laser source [30]. In order to push the laser shock investigations for epoxy materials further, these new experiments were conducted using the ELFIE laser source, equipped with a shadowgraphy device. Indeed, for thick samples and because of hydrodynamic weakening, no spallation will occur [51]. This leaves more room for the shock wave propagation analysis. Moreover, performing shocks with this laser source also enables the study of different phenomena by reducing the spatial distribution of each of them [52].

The shadowgraphy setup is placed orthogonal to the loading axis. A flash lamp is placed on one side of the target and faces the camera setup mounted on the opposite side [30]. In the case of laser shock experiments, phenomena are so fast that high speed cameras can only take one resolute picture each. To have several images of the same shock propagation, in terms of parameters, several cameras have to be used. For this, the beam containing the images is divided using beam splitters (see figure 2). The experimental configuration is based on a high power flash lamp (Balcar Starflash 3), which provides white light (400–700 nm) during the laser experiment, and several synchronized DICAM pro cameras, the focus being made in the middle-plane of each sample, and using an exposure time of 3 ns [30]. In this paper, this configuration has been enhanced. Indeed, epoxy is a birefringent material. Therefore, the use of a time-resolved photoelasticimetry technique can provide information on the stress evolution during the shock wave propagation. This allows the analysis of the wave propagation phenomenon in these materials. For this, two circular polarizers are positioned on each side of the vacuum experimental chamber (see figure 2). Each polarizer is made of a linear polarizer coupled with a quarter-wave plate. They have been chosen to only visualize isochromatic fringes, which are a direct image of the stress gradient [53–56]. They were successively oriented to perform observations in both dark field (parallel polarizer) and bright field (orthogonal polarizer) with polychromatic and monochromatic light (using a filter: 0.542 ± 0.003 μm). The sample is lit on one side by the flash, and observed on the opposite side by the camera. Note that a 3D phenomenon is recorded in 2D images. The shadowgraphy setup integrates the whole 3D phenomenon along the sample width, but there is only one focus plan (with a small focal depth). 3D contributions such as shock front curvature in the shadowgraphy axis cannot be observed because they are out of focus. Thus, observed geometries could be compared with 2D geometries.

---

**Figure 2.** Experimental setup used for transverse observations. Four DICAM PRO cameras are synchronized to record four different time states of the target under a laser shock.
Femtosecond laser shock experimental results

3.1. Laser shock parameters

Several laser shocks were performed to obtain a complete history of the shock propagation and reverberation within the sample for a given set of parameters. Therefore, three samples were shocked with the same laser parameters for each experimental configuration in order to obtain 12 images of the shock propagation. The laser shock parameters are given in table 2, in which a different color refers to each sample. This color code and the sample names are then used in the phenomenon descriptions in figures 3–5. Reproducibility is fully assumed, based on previous experiments, and has been checked by calculating the shock velocity in each case [30].

3.2. Benefits of photoelasticimetry

In figure 3, the same shock phenomenon is presented using two different configurations. The spot diameter here is 2 mm. In the first line, images were taken using shadowgraphy. The laser spot was small in this case, which leads to fast 3D effect formation. Indeed, in figure 3(a), a release wave network (pattern p2) can be observed behind the shock front (pattern p1). These waves can be attributed to diffraction at spot edges. 0.6 μs later, the shock front (p3) propagates through the epoxy target and has reached 4 mm depth (see figure 3(b)). It is followed by a release wave, visible as a grey curved line behind the shock front (pattern p4), and a tension region due to the 3D effects (pattern p5), as observed in previous nanosecond laser experiments [30]. Nevertheless, the shock wave shape is slightly different in this case. Moreover, the deepest dark line, corresponding to the shock front, is much thinner than in the case of a nanosecond pulse. This is due to the pulse duration, which is shorter for the ELFIE laser source (0.35 ps). It leads to a thinner instantaneous loaded zone. The 3D effect tension region is also different. Here, it is composed of a light blur with a small ‘fishtail’. When release beams have crossed each other, the material seems to be relaxed, as can be seen in figure 3(b), behind the spot-edge effect zone (see p6). The shorter the release beam, the smaller the 3D effect zone [57]. In figure 3(b), it can be observed that the laser-induced loaded region is approximately 1 mm wide. Finally, the last presented snapshot is taken after shock reverberation on the epoxy free surface. The black line corresponds to tension loading propagating backward into the epoxy material (pattern p7). The shock propagation described by these three images is thus similar to that observed in the previous LULI2000 experiments [30]. Differences can be attributed to the laser pulse shortness. Moreover, the axisymmetry can be commented on. Looking only at the main patterns (i.e. sharpest and strongest line), the axisymmetry is correct. Unbalanced differences are mainly due to the absence of homogeneity in the laser spatial distribution. Locally, some regions are less or more loaded than their neighbors, leading to some disturbances in the propagated waves (see all snapshots in figure 3).

The shock propagation resulting from the same shock parameters has then been observed using circular polarizers (Config-ELFIE-2). Observation has been made in bright field first to have more light on the cameras and better images. Three images are first presented in the second line of figure 3. The presented snapshots were taken at exactly the same time as the ones just described to enable comparisons. Moreover, the laser intensities were very similar for the first observation by shadowgraphy and this second one by photoelasticimetry (see table 2 for shock parameters). Logically, the first two images (τ = 0.6 μs) of each configuration are very close to each other (see p1 in comparison with p8). The shock front has reached the same depth in both cases and the release waves can also be compared. Regarding the shock front depth,
it can be concluded that the two produced shocks are identical, since they propagate with the same velocity and the same shape. Nevertheless, using polarizers enables the observation of waves which have not been seen on the first observation. Because of the use of the circular polarizer, this wave pattern can be correlated to stresses. It can first be observed in the snapshot presented in figure 3(d), where a black fringe is visible on the right of the shock front position (see pattern p9). This corresponds to the zero order fringe. This fringe translates the fact that the right part of the epoxy target is not yet loaded, since the shock front has not reached this region yet. The following snapshot shows interesting patterns. Indeed, when nothing was observed using the shadowgraphy configuration, the polarizers reveal a complex stress pattern behind the 3D effect tension zone. The distribution is not obvious, but it is axisymmetrical, and centered on the laser loading axis. This stress propagation is clearly induced by the laser shock loading, but is different from the main shock propagation as described in a 1D approach. From the front face, a diamond shape starts to grow. It is centered on the laser loading axis. In the last snapshot, presented in figure 3(f), the stresses have spread in the material thickness to reach the middle of the sample. The distribution still has a diamond shape (pattern p10). No direct fringe interpretation in terms of stresses can be made here, since the light used was not monochromatic. This observation clearly evidences stress propagation behind the main shock patterns. It corresponds to shear stresses, as is about to be demonstrated.

3.3. Quantification of wave velocities

Velocities of the shock wave and the stress waves have been evaluated. For this, the whole sequence recorded using Config-ELFIE-2 has been analyzed. In figure 4, the six snapshots of the sequence are presented. Both shock and stress wave propagations can be observed from $t = 1.0$–2.5 $\mu$s after laser irradiation. In these images, it appears that the shock front propagates much faster than the stress waves. The stress waves reach the middle of the target while the shock has traveled through the whole epoxy thickness and has already been reflected at
the free surface (figure 4(d)–(f)). These images were analyzed to evaluate both propagation velocities by using a method described in previous work [30]. For this, the shock front has been followed on the six images, as well as the diamond shape tip located on the loading axis (dots s1–s3 for the shock front, and d1–d5 for the diamond shape). Since velocities can change with time due to the pressure modification, they have been evaluated several times between each image to obtain a correct average value. Experimental results thus show that the shock front propagates on average at 2800 m s\(^{-1}\) when the stress waves propagate at 1300 m s\(^{-1}\). This is quite different, and far from the measurement uncertainties. The stress wave velocity corresponds to the propagation velocity of shear waves for polymer material according to the literature [58]. Therefore, it demonstrates that the observed stress waves are shear waves.

3.4. Toward quantification of stresses

Shear waves and spot-edge effects can be strongly correlated with the laser spot diameter. In the following experiments, the laser spot diameter was reduced to 1 mm to evidence its influence on the shear stress distribution. This has been checked using Config-ELFIE-4 (dark field) and Config-ELFIE-3 (bright field monochromatic). Once again, the two configurations can be compared because the laser shock parameters were kept identical between the different shocks (see figure 5). It can also be noticed that the observed patterns are identical for the two configurations, except that they are opposite in terms of contrast. For this, patterns p1 and p3 can be compared. Note that the monochromatic observation has been made for the bright field setup, because not enough light was transmitted through polarizers in the case of the monochromatic dark field setup. The first three snapshots presented in figures 5(a)–(c), evidence that the shear distribution has changed. The diamond shape is no longer visible, and is replaced by a more spherical shape (in particular, see figure 5(c), pattern p2). The monochromatic observations are particularly interesting for the snapshot taken at \(t = 1.0\) μs and presented in figure 5(e). Indeed, it is the only image for which a fringe network observation is possible. Fringes are circular, and their radii decrease in the direction of the front face (see pattern p4). The corresponding stress level could theoretically be evaluated. For this, the zero order should be found, and such a fringe cannot be seen in this image. Moreover, the loading mode should also be known, which is not obvious at this time because of bending. Nevertheless, it seems clear that a stress gradient is correlated with the shear stresses.

Figure 4. Observation of the shock wave and stress wave propagations into an epoxy target using Config-ELFIE-2 (photoelasticimetry bright field)—highlighting the shear waves. (a) Snapshot at \(t = 1.0\) μs (from sample Sep1.12). (b) Snapshot at \(t = 1.2\) μs (from sample Sep1.12). (c) Snapshot at \(t = 1.5\) μs (from sample Sep1.12). (d) Snapshot at \(t = 2.0\) μs (from sample Sep1.10). (e) Snapshot at \(t = 2.2\) μs (from sample Sep1.10). (f) Snapshot at \(t = 2.5\) μs (from sample Sep1.12).
As a conclusion, for these experimental results, time resolved observation of shock propagation in epoxy targets using photoelasticimetry has considerably enhanced the phenomenon observations. It has highlighted the presence of a shear wave distribution associated with the main laser-induced shock wave propagation. This distribution changes depending on the laser spot diameter. More investigations should be made to have a better understanding of the whole phenomenon, but so far a first comparison with numerical modeling could be performed with a twofold interest. The experimental data can be used in a first step to validate the numerical model, and then models can be used to obtain a better understanding of the observed phenomenon.

4. Discussions based on numerical modeling

4.1. Modeling challenges and choices

Modeling laser shock experiments with finite element methods can be really challenging. The shortness of the laser pulse requires the use of a very small mesh size. For thick materials, this yields huge models, even in 2D, which are sometimes not possible to generate using conventional numerical tools. In this paper, spot-edge effects are particularly studied. This is why a full slice of epoxy has been modeled to correspond to the observation plane. Nevertheless, some work has already been performed on the subject by Cuq-Lelandais [59]. It can be used to make some hypotheses about the simulations, thus enabling the calculations. In particular, the temporal pressure profile resulting from femtosecond laser irradiation has been investigated. This was done using a 1D approach, and the ESTHER software [60]. Cuq-Lelandais showed that a 300fs laser pulse, at 1.06 μm wavelength, at 0.6 PW cm⁻², results in

![Figure 5. Compared observations of the shock wave propagation into an epoxy target in the case of a smaller focal diameter and using two different configurations—observation of a fringe distribution behind the shock. (a) Snapshot at t = 0.8 μs, using Config-ELFIE-4 (from sample Sep2.1). (b) Snapshot at t = 1.0 μs, using Config-ELFIE-4 (from sample Sep2.1). (c) Snapshot at t = 1.5 μs, using Config-ELFIE-4 (from sample Sep2.5). (d) Snapshot at t = 0.8 μs, using Config-ELFIE-3 (from sample Sep1.6). (e) Snapshot at t = 1.0 μs, using Config-ELFIE-3 (from sample Sep1.6). (f) Snapshot at t = 1.5 μs, using Config-ELFIE-3 (from sample Sep1.11).](image)
a 100 ps pressure pulse after 4 \( \mu \)m of propagation in an aluminum target. In the case of 0.6 PW cm\(^{-2}\) laser intensity, the resulting pressure at the same depth is about 100 GPa \[59\].

Therefore, by neglecting the first few micrometers of the target, and since the ablative layer is made of aluminum, this temporal pressure profile can be used in these work calculations. The spatial distribution has been assumed to be top-hat along the laser focal spot diameter, with a linear decrease over 90 \( \mu \)m on each edge to avoid large numerical shear. This hypothesis corresponds to the experimental conditions. Nevertheless, spatial distribution is an important parameter, which could have an influence on the numerical results, especially on the shear pressure distribution. LS-DYNA software was used for the mechanical description of the phenomenon. The epoxy resin has been modeled using a 2D mesh, generated in the same plane as the experimental visualization plane to enable comparisons (see figure 1(c)). The modeled material has been chosen to be elastic hydrodynamic. This can be justified by the high pressure level. Technically, a linear polynomial law, linking pressure to density, has been used. It needs few parameters for the computation of constitutive law coefficients, and these are given in table 3. Note that the initial sound speed \(c_0\) has been taken from the resin studied by Laporte \[23, 24\]. The exact description of this law can be found in LS-DYNA manuals \[61, 62\].

This numerical model could be improved by using a viscoplasticity model and damage parameters. Using a more complex constitutive law would require the use of more parameters not always available for these materials, and not validated for this kind of loading. In this work, numerical results only aim to give a first description of the phenomenon. In particular, it is interesting to see how numerical results can complete experimental data, and help in the understanding of these complex phenomena.

4.2. Model validation

The numerical model validation is presented in figure 6. For this, comparisons between shadowgraphy results and numerical calculations have been made at different times. The top of each image \((a)-(c)\) is made by time-resolved shadowgraphy, while numerical tension–compression stress displays are presented at the bottom of each image. The separation line was chosen to be the axisymmetrical loading axis to enable easy comparisons. The \(\sigma_{zz}\) stresses are represented by a color scale changing from one image to the next, and graduated from blue to red, which respectively traduces the compression and the tension states (see figure 6). As explained in the previous section, the initial pressure is 100 GPa for the numerical modeling to represent the experimental conditions.

The shock is first generated and propagates (figure 6(a), \(t = 0.6 \mu s\)). It propagates through the epoxy material according to its properties (figure 6(b), \(t = 1.2 \mu s\)). Three main features are observed: the shock front, the release wave, and the tension zone induced by spot-edge diffraction. In figure 6(b), this tension zone can be identified and compared with the numerical results. In the simulation displays, blue and dark green zones respectively correspond to shock and release waves. The edge effects, inducing a sharp tension zone, are also visible behind the main shock front, as proved by the red blur on the simulation display. The numerical display at 1.2 \(\mu s\) particularly resembles the corresponding experimental snapshot. The calculated position of the shock front through the epoxy thickness is identical to that observed experimentally. Therefore,
the numerical model describes well at least the shock propagation through the thickness, including progressive weakening. It shows that the shock is also strongly attenuated. It decays from 100 GPa at the initial time to 0.27 GPa in compression after 1.2 µs. This strong weakening is mainly due to the frequency range associated with the short laser pulse duration. After shock reflection on the sample back face, tension propagates backward and meets the spot-edge induced tension area (see figure 6(c), t = 2.2 µs). The tension level evaluated by numerical calculation is about 140 MPa. For this last comparison, the numerical calculation is a small step in advance compared to the experimental observation. This is probably due to weakening, which is less important in the case of the calculation because of modeling choices. Nevertheless, these good agreements between numerical calculation and experimental observations enable us to validate the model.

Figure 7. Display snapshots of the LS-DYNA numerical simulation of the shock wave propagation into an epoxy target 5 mm thick induced by intense laser irradiation (100 GPa, 100 ps)—representation of σzz stress (LS-PREPOST, dynamic stress color code).
4.3. Shear stress distribution

From the previous section, it is possible to conclude that the developed numerical model describes the main shock propagation well for a femtosecond laser pulse. Therefore, some other data can be taken from the model. The shear stress $\sigma_{ZX}$ is presented in figure 7. Qualitative comparisons with the experiments described in the previous section can be made. It has been shown that the observed shear propagation was correlated to 3D effects. Looking at the first three images of figure 7, it can be observed that $\sigma_{ZX}$ stresses initiated at the loading zone edges (upper and lower). For this calculation, their propagation kinematics is closer to the shock front propagation (visible for example in the snapshot taken at $t = 0.800 \mu s$), contrary to what has been experimentally observed. Note also that this shear loading is axisymmetrical. Indeed, the color inversion from bottom to top is only due to the position of the coordinate origin, and the associated propagation direction. Shear waves propagate in both $x$ and $-x$ directions. Even if the timing does not correspond, the diamond shape can also be observed in the numerical results. It begins earlier, at 0.8, 1.0, and 1.2 $\mu s$. In these three images, a diamond shape behind the shocked area can be identified. This good match, geometrically speaking, is highlighted in figure 8, in which a direct comparison between numerical calculation and experimental results can be observed. Focus has been made on three different patterns, which are very similar between the experiment and the calculation. It can also be noticed that the level of shear stresses is a few megapascals. The mismatch in the shear stress propagation timing clearly shows that there is still room for model improvement. In particular, adding viscosity to the model could help to obtain a better numerical description of the phenomenon, and a more accurate evaluation of the stress level. Nevertheless, this first calculation enables us to validate the assumption made after the experimental investigations. It also gives a first idea of the shear stress level in the case of a femtosecond laser pulse in epoxy resins.

5. Conclusions

In this work, original experimental data on the dynamic response of epoxy resin under a femtosecond-laser-induced shock wave have been obtained. Shocks were generated in epoxy resin with a high power laser source (ELFIE, LULI Laboratory). The laser pulse used in our study allows for creating intense but short loading into the epoxy targets. This gave wide observation possibilities. A specific shadowgraphy device, based on the photoelasticity principle using a polarizer, has enabled the time-resolved observation of shear wave propagation in epoxy resins. These waves have been experimentally evidenced, and their velocity has been quantified in comparison with the main shock propagation. Results also highlight the correlation between the shear wave distribution and the initial pressure loading area. The potential of the experimental technique to quantify the stress gradient during the shock propagation has been highlighted. Finally, a discussion based on numerical results has been given. The developed model has been validated by direct comparison with experimental results. It allows for a qualitative understanding of the shear wave experimentally observed. It also provides more information on the shear stress distribution and levels. These results lead to a better understanding of the laser-induced shock waves in this type of material. Work is in progress to improve the numerical tools for deeper quantitative comparison with experimental results.
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